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Abstract  

There is ongoing interest in developing neurotechnological interventions that can alter people’s 

memories, primarily to cure disorders like PTSD, but also potentially to enhance normal memory, or 

remove/blunt non-pathological unwanted memories. One concern about that prospect invokes the 

broad notion of “authenticity” (The President’s Council on Bioethics (U.S.), 2003; Erler, 2011; Lavazza, 

2018). While this notion encompasses a plurality of meanings, a salient one in this context is 

“truthfulness” – whether of one’s memories, or of one’s life as shaped by those memories. 

 

One response to the concern that neurotechnological memory modification might threaten authenticity 

as truthfulness questions the coherence of that idea, by stressing the reconstructive nature of normal 

human memory and its proneness to error (Gligorov, 2016; Fernandez, forthcoming). Another response 

casts doubt instead on the value of a life involving an extensive and accurate recall of one’s past, citing 

famous real-life cases of hyperthymesia to illustrate its deleterious effects on well-being and agency (De 

Jongh et al., 2008; Glannon, 2019). 

 

This paper critically examines these two lines of argument. It contends that the first one is not adequately 

supported by the available evidence, and that even if it were, it still wouldn’t demonstrate the irrationality 

of deploring reductions (and valuing improvements) in the accuracy of our memories. By reviewing 

studies on subjects with “highly superior autobiographical memory” (e.g. Leport et al., 2012), it then 

faults proponents of the second line for selectively focusing on cases of hyperthymesia that support their 

claims, while ignoring others that contradict them. It concludes that neither response can refute either 

the cogency or normative significance of truthful personal memories and lives, although their overall 

desirability seems to always depend on the specifics of a person’s circumstances (especially for non-

therapeutic interventions), as truthfulness, even if granted intrinsic value, need not override all competing 

considerations. 
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